Kursy/g Metro Belorusskoe
Yeah, reviewing a ebook kursy/g metro belorusskoe could add your near links listings. This is just one
of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, execution does not recommend that you have
fabulous points.
Comprehending as with ease as settlement even more than other will offer each success. next-door to,
the notice as competently as keenness of this kursy/g metro belorusskoe can be taken as well as
picked to act.

Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
Probable Sons Amy Le Feuvre 2019-12-19

of titles that encompasses every genre. From

"Probable Sons" by Amy Le Feuvre. Published by

well-known classics & literary fiction and non-
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fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of

deeply misguided. They often miss the sources

world literature, we issue the books that need to

that underwrite failed policy and misperceive our

be read. Each Good Press edition has been

ability to read outside influences. They also

meticulously edited and formatted to boost

misconceive the intelligence-policy relationship

readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal

and promote changes that weaken intelligence-

is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and

gathering operations. In this book, Pillar confronts

accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital

the intelligence myths Americans have come to

format.

rely on to explain national tragedies, including the

Intelligence and U.S. Foreign Policy Paul R. Pillar

belief that intelligence drives major national

2011-09-06 A career of nearly three decades with

security decisions and can be fixed to avoid

the CIA and the National Intelligence Council

future failures. Pillar believes these assumptions

showed Paul R. Pillar that intelligence reforms,

waste critical resources and create harmful

especially measures enacted since 9/11, can be

policies, diverting attention away from smarter
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reform, and they keep Americans from

insulating intelligence management from

recognizing the limits of obtainable knowledge.

politicization and reducing the politically appointed

Pillar revisits U.S. foreign policy during the Cold

layer in the executive branch to combat slanted

War and highlights the small role intelligence

perceptions of foreign threats. Pillar concludes

played in those decisions, and he demonstrates

with principles for adapting foreign policy to

the negligible effect that America's most notorious

inevitable uncertainties.

intelligence failures had on U.S. policy and

Treasures from the Ark Vrej Nersessian

interests. He then reviews in detail the events of

2001-06-21 Armenia was the first country to

9/11 and the 2003 invasion of Iraq, condemning

recognize Christianity as the official state religion

the 9/11 commission and the George W. Bush

in 301 AD, twelve years before Constantine's

administration for their portrayals of the role of

decree granting tolerance to Christianity within the

intelligence. Pillar offers an original approach to

Roman Empire. Ever since, Armenia has claimed

better informing U.S. policy, which involves

the privilege of being the first Christian nation,
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and the wealth of Christian art produced in

world—many of the examples have never before

Armenia since then is testimony to the

been seen outside Armenia. In his authoritative

fundamental importance of the Christian faith to

text, Dr. Vrej Nersessian, Curator at The British

the Armenian people. This extensive new survey

Library, charts the development of Christianity in

of Armenian Christian art, published to

Armenia. This fascinating history is essential to

accompany a major exhibition at The British

an understanding of the art and religious tradition

Library, celebrates the Christian art tradition in

of Armenia, a country in which the sense of the

Armenia during the last 1700 years. The

sacred extends well beyond the purely religious,

extraordinary quality and range of Armenian art

infiltrating the entire fabric of Armenian affairs to

which is documented includes sculpture,

create a fascinating culture. This sumptuously

metalwork, textiles, ceramics, wood carvings and

illustrated book will be of immense value to

illuminated manuscripts and has been drawn

anyone with an interest in Byzantine art and

together from collections throughout the

culture, the history of Christianity and the history
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of Armenia and the Middle Orient.

the first millennium BCE, both for their artistic

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union Henry St.

quality and their vivid depictions of warfare,

Amant Bradsher 1983

rituals, mythology, hunting, and other aspects of

Assyrian Palace Sculptures Paul Collins

Assyrian life. Together, the sculptures constitute

2020-03-03 “Collins leads a breathtaking lion

some of the most impressive and eloquent

hunt in his marvellous introduction to one of the

witnesses of the ancient Near East, their

British Museum’s fiercest and most famous

importance only increasing with the recent

treasures” (Times [UK]) Between the ninth and

destruction by ISIS of many of the reliefs that

seventh centuries BCE, the small kingdom of

remained in Iraq. Originally published by the

Assyria (present-day northern Iraq) expanded

British Museum in 2008, this book serves as a

through conquest from Egypt to Iran. The relief

superb visual introduction to these extraordinary

sculptures that decorated Assyrian palaces

sculptures, showcasing a series of stunning

represent the high point of Mesopotamian art of

photographs of the museum’s unrivaled collection
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of Assyrian reliefs. Highlighting individual panels

as both governments and the EU continue to

and their often overlooked details, these images

consider the role these organizations can play in

capture the majesty of Assyrian kings, their

providing essential public services. This book

splendid courts, and protecting divinities. An

presents contemporary research into this

introduction by Collins sets the sculptures in their

emerging area, exploring the contribution of this

cultural and art historical context, while the

important sector to European society as well as

following chapters provide a brief history of

the key challenges that the sector and its

Assyria and its royal palaces as well as an

components organizations face in making this

overview of the artworks’ discovery, reception,

contribution. This volume brings together for the

and understanding.

first time a range of challenging perspectives

The Third Sector in Europe Stephen P. Osborne

upon the role and import of the Third Sector for

2008-03-04 The role of the Third Sector within

European society from a variety of disciplines –

European society is an extremely topical subject,

including economics, sociology, political science,
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management and public policy. Areas covered

given attention, along with the relationship

include the Third Sector civil society and

between graduate training and federal funding.

democracy, relationships with government, its

Comprised of 24 chapters, this book begins with

impact on social and public policy, the growth of

an assessment of the proper relationship between

social enterprise and of hybrid organizations as

sociology and public policy, and whether

key elements of the sector and the future

sociologists should become actively engaged in

challenges for the sector in Europe.

social engineering. Methods of training graduate

Social Policy and Sociology N. J. Demerath

students for doing policy research are also

2013-09-17 Social Policy and Sociology explores

discussed. Subsequent chapters explore

the relationship between social policy and

community planning and poverty; policy

sociology and covers topics such as social

implications of race relations; formal models as a

inequities and individual stress in the family cycle.

guide to social policy; and the interrelationships

America's youth and their problems are also

between governmental policy, social structure,
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and public values. Social problems such as

sotsial'nyh grupp, soslovij Rossii, sozdat'

alcoholism and drug addiction are also

mnogokrasochnyj, slozhnyj, vo mnogom esche ne

considered, together with the changing

izuchennyj obraz vsej strany v odin iz samyh

relationship between government support and

trudnyh periodov ee suschestvovaniya.

graduate training. Finally, the what and why of

Class Cultures in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe

policy research in sociology are examined, and

Dražen Cepić 2018-10-26 This book investigates

possible changes in graduate training and

the extent to which social class has changed in

professional practice in sociology are evaluated.

Eastern Europe since the fall of communism.

This monograph will be of interest to sociologists

Based on extensive original research, the book

as well as social and public policymakers.

discusses how ideas about class are viewed by

Pavlin Nikolaj Leskov 2013-01-01 Velikij russkij

both working class and middle class people. The

pisatel' N. S. Leskov stremilsya v svoem

book examines how such people’s social

tvorchestve postignut' zhizn' raznyh klassov,

identities are shaped by various factors including
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economic success, culture and friendship

importanct of war in global power dynamics. But

networks. The present class situation in Eastern

military intervention proved not to be politically

Europe is contrasted to what prevailed in

sustainable for the USA and the USSR. This

Communist times, when societies were officially

study investigates the parallels and differences in

classless, but nevertheless had Communist party

the two conflicts.

elites.

Belarus Under Lukashenka Matthew Frear

Jewish Forced Labor Under the Nazis Wolf

2020-07-02 This book explores the nature of the

Gruner 2006-03-20 Abstract. -

regime of Aliaksandr Lukashenka, who has ruled

http://www3.openu.ac.il/ouweb/owal/new_books1.

Belarus since 1994, and who is often

book_desc?in_mis_cat=111443.

characterized as "the last dictator in Europe". It

Superpowers Defeated Douglas A. Borer

discusses how Lukashenka came to power,

2013-02-01 During the Cold War, military conflicts

providing a survey of politics in Belarus in early

in Vietnam and Afghanistan validated the

post-Soviet times, examines how power became
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personalized under his regime, and considers

explores the way governments endeavoured to

how he coerced opponents, whilst maintaining

build and maintain public support for the war in

good popular support. The book discusses all

Afghanistan, combining new insights on the

aspects of politics, including presidential power,

effects of strategic narratives with an exhaustive

the ruling elites, elections, the opposition, and

series of case studies. In contemporary wars, with

civil society. The author characterizes

public opinion impacting heavily on outcomes,

Lukashenka's rule as "adaptive authoritarianism",

strategic narratives provide a grid for interpreting

and demonstrates how the regime's avoidance of

the why, what and how of the conflict. This book

any ideology, even nationalism, permits great

asks how public support for the deployment of

freedom of manoeuvre, enabling pragmatic

military troops to Afghanistan was garnered,

adaptation to changing circumstances.

sustained or lost in thirteen contributing nations.

Strategic Narratives, Public Opinion and War

Public attitudes in the US, Canada, Australia and

Beatrice De Graaf 2015-02-11 This volume

Europe towards the use of military force were
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greatly shaped by the cohesiveness and content

by structural elements of the domestic political

of the strategic narratives employed by national

systems. This book will be of much interest to

policy-makers. Assessing the ability of countries

students of international intervention, foreign

to craft a successful strategic narrative, the book

policy, political communication, international

addresses the following key areas: 1) how

security, strategic studies and IR in general.

governments employ strategic narratives to gain

Contested Commemorations Benjamin Ziemann

public support; 2) how strategic narratives

2013 An innovative study of remembrance in

develop during the course of the conflict; 3) how

Weimar Germany and how war experiences and

these narratives are disseminated, framed and

memories were transformed along political lines.

perceived through various media outlets; 4) how

Bank Elaine Chou 2012-08

domestic audiences respond to strategic

Model Nazi Catherine Epstein 2012-03-22 The

narratives; 5) how this interplay is conditioned by

compelling story of Arthur Greiser, territorial

both events on the ground, in Afghanistan, and

leader of the Warthegau and the man who
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initiated the Final Solution in Nazi-occupied

Kremlin today is paradoxically following an

Poland.

aggressive “realist” agenda that seeks to clearly

Journal of Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and

delineate its sphere of influence in Europe and

Society Julie Makarychev, Andrey Umland,

Eurasia while simultaneously attempting to

Andreas Fedor 2020-10-20 Special Sections:

promote “soft-power” and a historical-civilizational

Russian Foreign Policy Towards the “Near

justification for its recent actions in Ukraine (and

Abroad” and Russia's Annexiation of Crimea II

elsewhere). The result is an often perplexing

This special section deals with Russia’s post-

amalgam of policy positions that are difficult to

Maidan foreign policy towards the so-called “near

disentangle. The contributors to this special issue

abroad,” or the former Soviet states. This is an

are all regional specialists based either in Europe

important and timely topic, as Russia’s policy

or the United States.

perspectives have changed dramatically since

Presidential Leadership in Political Time Stephen

2013/2014, as have those of its neighbors. The

Skowronek 2011-02 A bestselling classic with a
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new chapter on President Barack Obama

presidency. Already considered a classic and

Renowned scholar Stephen Skowronek's insights

widely used in courses on the presidency,

have fundamentally altered our understanding of

Skowronek's book has greatly expanded our

the American presidency. His "political time"

understanding of and debates over the politics of

thesis has been particularly influential, revealing

leadership. It clarifies the typical political problems

how presidents reckon with the work of their

that presidents confront in political time, as well

predecessors, situate their power within recent

as the likely effects of their working through them,

political events, and assert their authority in the

and considers contemporary innovations in our

service of change. In the original edition of this

political system that bear on the leadership

book, Skowronek revisited that thesis to make

patterns from the more distant past. Drawing out

better sense of the presidencies of Bill Clinton

parallels in the politics of leadership between

and George W. Bush. In this new edition, he also

Andrew Jackson and Franklin Roosevelt and

addresses the first two years of Barack Obama's

between James Polk and John Kennedy, it
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develops a new and revealing perspective on the

and homogeneous Republican party, of

presidential leadership of Clinton, Bush, and now

conservative advocacy of the "unitary theory" of

Obama. In this edition, Skowronek devotes an

the executive, and of progressive disillusionment

entirely new chapter to Obama's presidency and

with the presidency as an institution. A

its prospects for becoming transformational-like

provocative review of presidential history,

the presidencies of Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln,

Skowronek's book brims with fresh insights and

FDR, and Reagan, all of whom succeeded to

opens a window on the institution of the executive

varying degrees in reconstructing the playing field

office and the workings of the American political

of national politics. Along the way, he wonders if

system as a whole. Intellectually satisfying for

this kind of leadership is still even possible, given

scholars, it also provides an accessible volume

the current divided state of the American polity.

for students and general readers interested in the

He also takes a fresh look at the impact of the

American presidency.

twenty-four-hour news cycle, of a more disciplined

Afghanistan's Endless War Larry P. Goodson
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2011-10-28 Going beyond the stereotypes of

some six million others as refugees to the

Kalashnikov-wielding Afghan mujahideen and

complete collapse of its economy, which today

black-turbaned Taliban fundamentalists, Larry

has been replaced by monoagriculture in opium

Goodson explains in this concise analysis of the

poppies and heroin production. The Taliban,

Afghan war what has really been happening in

some of whose leaders Goodson interviewed as

Afghanistan in the last twenty years. Beginning

recently as 1997, have controlled roughly 80

with the reasons behind Afghanistan�s inability to

percent of the country but themselves have

forge a strong state -- its myriad cleavages along

shown increasing discord along ethnic and

ethnic, religious, social, and geographical fault

political lines.

lines -- Goodson then examines the devastating

Prelude to the Final Solution Phillip T. Rutherford

course of the war itself. He charts its utter

2007 Follows the Nazis' attempts at a large-scale

destruction of the country, from the deaths of

deportation system after its invasion of Poland in

more than 2 million Afghans and the dispersal of

1939 as it sought to reclaim territory and
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repatriate that space with an ever-expanding

are republishing many of these classic works in

population of ethnic Germans. Standing in the

affordable, high quality, modern editions, using

way, however, were millions of ethnic Poles.

the original text and artwork.

Rutherford recounts the strenuous efforts and

The Political Cult of the Dead in Ukraine Guido

unexpected obstacles to the deportations, which

Hausmann 2021-12-06 The Ukrainian

in many ways were a dress rehearsal for the

Euromaidan in 2013–14 and the ongoing

Final Solution.

Russian-Ukrainian war in the Eastern part of the

Postal Rates ... United States. Congress. Special

country have posed new questions to historians.

Joint Subcommittee on Postal Rates 1926

The volume investigates the relevance of the

I Photograph Russia James E. Abbe 2010-11

cults of the fallen soldiers to Ukraine’s national

Many of the earliest books, particularly those

history and state. It places the dead of the

dating back to the 1900s and before, are now

Euromaidan and the forms and functions of the

extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We

emerging new cult of the dead in the context of
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older cults from pre-Soviet, Soviet and post-

2004 The presidential historian charts the

Soviet times from various Ukrainian regions until

progression of American power from George

the end of the presidency of Petro Poroshenko in

Washington to George W. Bush, revealing the

2019. The contributions emphasize the

exercise of power through the office as it has

importance of the grassroot level, of local and

developed into an "imperial" seat of authority, in

regional actors or memory entrepreneurs, myths

an updated edition of the classic history. Reprint.

of state origin and national defense demanding

Russia's Last Capitalists Alan M. Ball 1990-09-18

unity, and the dynamics of commemorative

In 1921 Lenin surprised foreign observers and

practices in the last thirty years in relation to

many in his own Party, by calling for the

pluralist and fragmented processes of nationand

legalization of private trade and manufacturing.

state-building. They contribute to new

Within a matter of months, this New Economic

conceptualizations of the political cult of the dead.

Policy (NEP) spawned many thousands of private

The Imperial Presidency Arthur Meier Schlesinger

entrepreneurs, dubbed Nepmen. After delineating
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this political background, Alan Ball turns his

history of world cinema. Legendary filmmakers

attention to the Nepmen themselves, examining

such as Sergei Eisenstein, Vsevolod Pudovkin,

where they came from, how they fared in

Dziga Vertov, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Sergei

competition with the socialist sector of the

Paradjanov have created oeuvres that are being

economy, their importance in the Soviet economy,

screened and studied all over the world. The

and the consequences of their "liquidation" at the

Soviet film industry was different from others

end of the 1920s. Alan Ball's history of this

because its main criterion of success was not

experiment with capitalism is strikingly relevant to

profit, but the ideological and aesthetic effect on

current efforts toward economic reform in the

the viewer. Another important feature is Soviet

USSR.

cinema’s multinational (Eurasian) character: while

Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet

Russian cinema was the largest, other national

Cinema Peter Rollberg 2016-07-20 Russian and

cinemas such as Georgian, Kazakh, and

Soviet cinema occupies a unique place in the

Ukrainian played a decisive role for Soviet cinema
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as a whole. The Historical Dictionary of Russian

about Russian and Soviet Cinema.

and Soviet Cinema provides a rich tapestry of

While Dangers Gather William G. Howell

factual information, together with detailed critical

2011-06-27 Nearly five hundred times in the past

assessments of individual artistic

century, American presidents have deployed the

accomplishments. This second edition of

nation's military abroad, on missions ranging from

Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet

embassy evacuations to full-scale wars. The

Cinema contains a chronology, an introduction,

question of whether Congress has effectively

and a bibliography. The dictionary section has

limited the president's power to do so has

over 600 cross-referenced entries on directors,

generally met with a resounding "no." In While

performers, cinematographers, composers,

Dangers Gather, William Howell and Jon

designers, producers, and studios. This book is

Pevehouse reach a very different conclusion. The

an excellent access point for students,

authors--one an American politics scholar, the

researchers, and anyone wanting to know more

other an international relations scholar--provide
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the most comprehensive and compelling evidence

that are larger in size and directed at less

to date on Congress's influence on presidential

strategically important locales. Moreover,

war powers. Their findings have profound

congressional influence is often achieved not

implications for contemporary debates about war,

through bold legislative action but through public

presidential power, and Congress's constitutional

posturing--engaging the media, raising public

obligations. While devoting special attention to the

concerns, and stirring domestic and international

2003 invasion of Iraq, this book systematically

doubt about the United States' resolve to see a

analyzes the last half-century of U.S. military

fight through to the end.

policy. Among its conclusions: Presidents are

Afgantsy Rodric Braithwaite 2011-09-06 "First

systematically less likely to exercise military force

published in Great Britain in 2011 by Profile

when their partisan opponents retain control of

Books"--T.p. verso.

Congress. The partisan composition of Congress,

US Foreign Policy Michael Cox 2012-02-09 This

however, matters most for proposed deployments

textbook provides a comprehensive introduction
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to US foreign policy. Bringing together a number

States period--was finally coming to an end and

of the world's leading experts, the text deals with

the process of political unification under the

the rise of America, US foreign policy during and

strong military leadership of Oda Nobunaga

after the Cold War, and the complex issues facing

(1534-82) and Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98) had

the US since September 11th.

begun. A key focus on the book is the author's

Rediscovering Rikyu and the Beginnings of the

research into why Rikyu's tragic suicide was a

Japanese Tea Ceremony Herbert E. Plutschow

necessary outcome of the emerging conflict

2003 A comprehensive study of the celebrated

between ritual, art, and politics. The study also

Japanese tea master Rikyu (1522-91). Rikyu's tea

provides insights into a sixteenth-century

is considered as an important political as well as

Japanese sense of beauty commonly called wabi,

a socio-religious ritual in response to the dramatic

as well as insight into what links Rikyu's wabi tea

changes taking place in the country at large: the

with Zen Buddhism and ultimately to ritual and

hundred-year civil war--Sengoku or Warring

the state.
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Politicising the Communist Past Aleks Szczerbiak

of this changing approach. It explains why

2018 Poland is a particularly interesting case of

disagreements about transitional justice became

truth revelation and transitional justice in a post-

so prominent, to the extent that they constituted

communist country. This is because of the radical

one of the main causes of political divisions. It

change of trajectory in its approach to dealing

sets the Polish approach in the wider context of

with the communist past, and the profound effect

transitional justice and truth revelation, drawing

this had on Polish politics. The approach moved

out the lessons for newly emerging democracies,

from 'communist-forgiving' in the early 1990s, to a

both in Eastern Europe and beyond.

mild law vetting individuals for their links with the

Congress, the Bureaucracy, and Public Policy

communist-era security services at the end of the

Randall B. Ripley 1984

decade, through to a more radical vetting and

Afghanistan Mark Galeotti 2012-12-06 The Soviet

opening up of the communist security service files

Union's last war was played out against the

in the mid-2000s. This book examines the detail

backdrop of dramatic change within the USSR.
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This is the first book to study the impact of the

was shaped by the interplay among planners,

war on Russian politics and society. Based on

managers and Party apparatchiks. Based on

extensive use of Soviet official and unofficial

extensive original research, including interviews

sources, as well as work with Afghan veterans, it

with former employees of industrial enterprises,

illustrates the way the war fed into a wide range

the book argues that shortages, chronic over-

of other processes, from the rise of grassroots

capacities and erroneous planning decisions were

political activism to the retreat from globalism in

present from the very beginning, rather than the

foreign policy.

consequences of later plan mistakes. They were

Inside the East European Planned Economy Voicu

the natural outcome of a profound conflict

Ion Sucala 2018-03-09 This book puts forward a

between leaders’ attempt to adapt the basic laws

new perspective on the planned economies of

of economics to their ideology and interests, and

communist Eastern Europe, demonstrating in

the requirements for rational bureaucracy of an

detail how economic practice in such countries

increasingly sophisticated economy. The book
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discusses the evolution of and debates about the

nonmonetary support that most residents had

planned economy, considers the practice of plan

lived with all their lives. How did Russians make

development and implementation, and provides

sense of these historic transformations? Serguei

very detailed examples of how the planned

Alex Oushakine offers a compelling look at

economy actually worked at the level of the

postsocialist life in Russia. In Barnaul, a major

factory, at the point where plans and managers

industrial city in southwestern Siberia that has lost

interacted with workers and production.

25 percent of its population since 1991, many

The Patriotism of Despair Serguei Alex.

Russians are finding that what binds them

Oushakine 2011-02-23 The sudden dissolution of

together is loss and despair. The Patriotism of

the Soviet Union altered the routines, norms,

Despair examines the aftermath of the collapse of

celebrations, and shared understandings that had

the Soviet Union, graphically described in spray

shaped the lives of Russians for generations. It

paint by a graffiti artist in Barnaul: "We have no

also meant an end to the state-sponsored,

Motherland." Once socialism disappeared as a
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way of understanding the world, what replaced it

mothers of soldiers who died there have

in people's minds? Once socialism stopped

connected their immediate experiences with the

orienting politics and economics, how did

country's historical disruptions. The country, the

capitalism insinuate itself into routine practices?

nation, and traumatized individuals, Oushakine

Serguei Alex. Oushakine offers a compelling look

finds, are united by their vocabulary of shared

at postsocialist life in noncosmopolitan Russia. He

pain.

introduces readers to the "neocoms": people who

The Poetry of Religious Sorrow in Early Modern

mourn the loss of the Soviet economy and the

England Gary Kuchar 2011-03-03 In early modern

remonetization of transactions that had not

England, religious sorrow was seen as a form of

involved the exchange of cash during the Soviet

spiritual dialogue between the soul and God,

era. Moving from economics into military conflict

expressing how divine grace operates at the level

and personal loss, Oushakine also describes the

of human emotion. Through close readings of

ways in which veterans of the Chechen war and

both Protestant and Catholic poetry, Kuchar
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explains how the discourses of 'devout

understanding of the interconnections between

melancholy' helped generate some of the most

poetry, theology and emotion in post-Reformation

engaging religious verse of the period. From

England.

Robert Southwell to John Milton, from Aemilia

Twentieth Century Mongolia (Bat-Erdene

Lanyer to John Donne, the language of 'holy

Batbayar) Baabar 2021-10-25 This is the first

mourning' informed how poets represented the

history of Mongolia available in English which

most intimate and enigmatic aspects of faith as

benefits from access to historic data that only

lived experience. In turn, 'holy mourning' served

became available following the collapse of the

as a way of registering some of the most

socialist regime in 1990. Accordingly, it highlights

pressing theological issues of the day. By tracing

the role of international politics, especially the

poetic representations of religious sorrow from

former Soviet Union, Russia, China and Japan, in

Crashaw's devotional verse to Shakespeare's

the shaping of modern Mongolia’s history.

weeping kings, Kuchar expands our

Armenian Legends and Poems Zabelle C. Boyajian
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1958

nationalism, and subjectivity. Changes in

Everyday Life in Russia Choi Chatterjee

consumption and communication patterns, the

2015-01-29 A panoramic, interdisciplinary survey

restructuring of familial and social relations,

of Russian lives and “a must-read for any scholar

systems of cultural meanings, and evolving

engaging with Russian culture” (The Russian

practices in the home, at the workplace, and at

Review). In this interdisciplinary collection of

sites of leisure are among the topics explored.

essays, distinguished scholars survey the cultural

“Offers readers a richly theoretical and empirical

practices, power relations, and behaviors that

consideration of the ‘state of play’ of everyday life

characterized Russian daily life from pre-

as it applies to the interdisciplinary study of

revolutionary times through the post-Soviet

Russia.” —Slavic Review “An engaging look at a

present. Microanalyses and transnational

vibrant area of research . . . Highly

perspectives shed new light on the formation and

recommended.” —Choice “Volumes of such

elaboration of gender, ethnicity, class,

diversity frequently miss the mark, but this one
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represents a welcomed introduction to and a

subject.” —Cahiers du Monde russe

‘must’ read for anyone seriously interested in the

Monthly List of Russian Accessions 1950
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